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THE NOTICE OF EAST KENTUCKY
POLAR COOPERATIVE> INCA p OF
A REUXSXON OF XTS WHOLESALE
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CASE NO

~

8948

R

that East Kentucky Power'ooperative,
Xnc.,
("EKP") shell file an original and nine copies of the following information with the Commission on or before February 3, 1984„ Each copy
of the data r'equested should be placed in a bound volume with each
When a number of sheets are required
item tabbed.
for an item, each
XT

XS

ORDERED

for example, Item l(a), Sheet
of 6. Include with each response the name of the witness who will be
responsible for responding to questions relating to the information
Careful attention should be given to copied mater"ial to inprovided.
Where information
requested herein has been
sure that it is legible.
provided along with the original application, in the format requested
herein, refer'ence may be made to the specific location of said information in reponding to this information request.
If neither the requested information nor a motion for an extension of time is filed by
the stated date, the case may be dismissed.
sheet should be appropriately

1.
hourly

For each member

indexed,

cooperative

in EKP's system,

load for the peak day in each month during

provide

1981, 1982

and

the

1983.

2.

3.

1983. Provide average
during 1981, 1982 and 1983.

each month

4.
demand

year

.

system

1981< 1982 and

during

ing

in EKP'

provide

aver-

load for each month during 1981, 1982 and 1983.
Provide EKP's hourly system load for the peak day for each

age hourly
month

cooperative

For each member

cooperative

For each member
under

5.

the proposed

For each member

billing

demand

change

in the wholesale

in EKP'

tariff for

cooperative

system

system

each month

load

for

billthe test

provide

during

in EKP's system provide

actual

for each month during the test period.
e. xf a cost.-of-service study was prepared to support the
proposed wholesale rate design then provide the study and all workXf EKP used Stanley Consultants'epapers developed for the study.
port on wholesale Rate Study as the basis then so indicate.
7. Update Exhibit G to reflect the impact of the proposed

effect

tariff

cn member

cooperatives

if

the

tariff

30, 1983, through December 31, 1983.
8. Provide an explanation of why the proposed time-of-day
wholesale rates are appropriate for EKP since Stanley Consultants
in
rate case recommended against adoption of time-of-day
EKp 8 last
in

had been

rates.

wholesale

9.
supporting

lo.
its

from April

member

the proposed

Provide a copy of EKP' analysis and/or workpapers used in
the selection of the summer and winter peak periods.
provide a statement of when and in what format EKp expects

cooperatives
wholesale

to file for rate design changes in response to
tari f f revis ions.

detailed description of the retail rate design
changes that EKP expects its member cooperatives to fi?e.
1984.
Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 25th day of January,
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Provide

a
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e

Feting Secretary

